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FRuG: A Benchmark for Packet Forwarding in Future Networks Thilan Ganegedara, Weirong Jiang, Viktor Prasanna Ming Hsieh Department of Electrical Engineering University of Southern California 3740 McClintock Ave., Los Angeles, CA90089 Email: {ganegeda, weirongj, prasanna}@usc.edu Abstract—The ossification of Internet infrastructure and protocols have hindered the advancement of itself. GENI, AKARI and several other similar initiatives are pushing forward to overcome this hindrance. They facilitate researchers with networking platforms dedicated for innovative networking experiments. In these virtualized platforms, researchers can define their own forwarding schemes which can be radically different from the existing solutions. However, neither researchers nor the vendors are endowed with benchmarks to evaluate their new schemes. In this paper we introduce a Flexible Rule Generator, FRuG, an entirely user controlled benchmarking tool for evaluating future packet forwarding algorithms. With FRuG, rule generation does not need to be restricted to a fixed number of fields anymore, which makes it highly generic. It allows the user to select the protocol fields and the distribution of each field, which can either be defined by the user or configured to follow the distribution of an input seed file. The user has the complete control over the structure and the size of the rule table which makes it a powerful benchmark to assess various packet forwarding algorithms and for different types of routers (ex. edge routers, core routers, etc.). FRuG consists of an IPv4 prefix analyzer and generator, MAC address analyzer and generator, and a generic rule generator. We believe that FRuG will be a very useful tool to the networking research community with the paradigm shifts in networking like network virtualization, which takes packet forwarding to a completely new level. FRuG is an opensource tool freely available at http://sites.google.com/site/thilangane/research.



I. I NTRODUCTION Internet has become highly pervasive during the course of the last few decades. This colossal growth of the Internet poses interesting challenges on the networking device manufacturers as well as on the current Internet protocols and infrastructure. The Internet model has been such a successful prediction that it has lasted and has shown its scalability for over 30 years. This has resulted in congealing the Internet infrastructure and the protocols so hard that, now it is almost impossible to actualize a major change to the Internet. Further, the Internet is a restricted place for researchers to test their findings due to security and performance issues. Because of the very same fact, the networking research community is not capable of implementing their valuable findings that could potentially make a positive impact to the performance and the scalability of the Internet. To overcome this short coming of the Internet and to make efficient use of the available networking hardware resources, the concept of network virtualization was introduced [2]. It



allows multiple users or network service providers to share the same hardware resource while supporting several other features, without degrading the performance. Among them is the ability to run customized protocols and implement virtual topologies without affecting the other virtual networks’ traffic. There are several mass scale projects such as GENI [5] and AKARI [1] that focus on this aspect of virtualization in order to provide the researchers with a platform to evaluate and experiment with their networking and packet forwarding algorithms. In virtual networks, packet forwarding does not have to follow a specific standard because the routing information in the virtual domain is independent of routing in the physical domain. Therefore, routing within the virtual domain can be defined by the user and we call it flexible packet forwarding. In this paper, we use the terms flexible/future packet forwarding and packet forwarding in future networks interchangeably. Packet forwarding in future routers will be radically different from the existing solutions. They will be able to run customized algorithms for packet forwarding in virtual networks. These algorithms will run on top of the existing network infrastructure but packet forwarding in the virtual domain will be more prominent. This has become the future of the Internet and consequently, the future of packet forwarding. Even though the networking researchers now have network testbeds to assess their findings, they do not possess tools to benchmark their algorithms with. When a new protocol or an algorithm for packet forwarding is introduced, it will either augment the existing process or a radically new process will be introduced. The performance and scalability of a packet forwarding scheme considerably depends on the size and the composition of the routing table(s) [16]. Hence, to verify the viability of a proposed scheme, it should be tested against some benchmark. Existing, publicly available, benchmarking tools are restricted to a specific protocol or a forwarding scheme [14], [18]. We cannot expect future routers to run merely, classical IP lookup or 5 field packet classification. Rather, the packet forwarding process will become more and more sophisticated as well as generalized. To test such radically new protocols and/or algorithms, a more powerful and flexible benchmarking tool is needed. Considering these trends of the Internet, we developed FRuG, a Flexible Rule Generator for future packet forwarding. We



believe that FRuG will be very useful to the networking research community as a benchmarking tool for future packet forwarding algorithms. The idea of FRuG evolved with the increasing interest in network virtualization. In a virtualized environment, a router should be capable of handling multiple protocols. Currently, we support up to 12 protocol fields in rule generation. This is the maximum requirement known at the time of writing this paper, described in the protocol definition of OpenFlow[10]. But FRuG can be extended to include any other protocol field fairly easily. To the best of our knowledge FRuG is the first rule generator targeted for evaluating flexible packet forwarding algorithms. We highlight our contributions in this paper as follows: • Flexible rule generation: A tool to generate an arbitrary number of rules composed of user selected protocol fields • Full control over rule generation: User can define the composition and the distribution of each field • A framework to generate rules without the assistance of a seed file: The structure and the composition of rules can be easily changed by modifying the related parameters • Easily extensible framework: FRuG can be tailored to include any other user desired protocol field fairly easily • A benchmarking tool for future packet forwarding: A tool to benchmark packet forwarding algorithms in virtualized networks The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an overview of the packet classification in general; Section III discusses the currently available rule generators for different classification schemes; Section IV presents the overview of FRuG; Section V gives analysis results of some publicly available routing tables and packet traces; Section VI gives an abridged description of different parameter files used for rule generation; Section VII describes the flexible rule generation process for different classification schemes; Section VIII illustrates the performance analysis of FRuG; Section IX concludes the paper and highlights our future work. II. BACKGROUND In this section, we provide a brief background about existing and emerging packet forwarding schemes. A. IP Lookup IP Lookup is considered the core function of a router. The header of an incoming packet is stripped up to Layer-3 and the destination IP address is extracted from the header in order to match against the routing table, to find a potential match. The routing table consists of an IP-prefix and an action pair, as shown in Table I, which is collectively called a routing entry or a rule. For simplicity, here we assume 8-bit IP addresses. A prefix in the routing table represents a subset of IP addresses that share the same prefix and the prefix length is denoted by the number followed by the slash. A packet with destination IP address 11010010 will match the prefixes 110* and 11*. A single packet can have multiple matches in the routing table. But the longest prefix match (LPM) is considered the potential



TABLE I E XAMPLE IP L OOKUP TABLE Prefix/Length 00000000/1 01000000/3 10000000/2 11000000/3 11000000/2



Next-Hop Interface P1 P4 P2 P6 P5



match. In our example 110* becomes the LPM. Therefore, that packet is forwarded to the corresponding interface, P6. B. Packet Classification While IP lookup is considered the core function of a router, today’s ISPs demand for more sophisticated functions to be performed in routers. These functions mainly include security and Quality of Service(QoS). Hence, contemporary routers not only should be able to route the packets correctly, but also should be able to implement security firewalls and guarantee QoS. This scheme is called packet classification because it is more of a classification scheme rather than a lookup scheme. Nowadays, routers typically support 5-field packet classification. In 5-field classification, the five fields of a rule are as follows: Source logical (IP) address, Destination logical (IP) address, Source port number, Destination port number and Transport Layer Protocol. Table II illustrates a simplified rule table 5-field packet classification. Like in IP lookup, an incoming packet’s header fields are matched against the rule table, and when a match is found, the appropriate action is applied on the packet. Match conflicts are likely in this scheme as well. Thus, to avoid that, the rules are prioritized and the priority resolving becomes part of the packet classification process. TABLE II E XAMPLE 5- FIELD R ULE TABLE srcIP 0001* 110* 10* 01100*



dstIP 1001* 0110* 10000* 10*



srcPort 0-7 13-19 3-9 4-8



dstPort 3-10 Any 12-16 Any



Protocol 10 3 4 5-10



Priority 3 1 5 2



TABLE III H EADER FIELDS OF AN O PEN F LOW RULE Header Ingress Port src Eth dst Eth ether Type VLAN ID VLAN Priority src IP dst IP IP Protocol IP ToS src Port dst Port



# Bits Variable 48 48 16 12 3 32 32 8 6 16 16



Action Act1 Act5 Act4 Act8



TABLE IV E XAMPLE O PEN F LOW RULE TABLE ingPort 1 3 * *



srcMAC 00:03 A1:33 * *



dstMAC 09:A5 * * *



etherType 0x8100 0x0800 * *



vlanID 100 * * *



vlanPrio 4 3 * *



C. OpenFlow The motivation of developing FRuG evolved with the inception of the OpenFlow protocol proposed by [10]. OpenFlow is an open standard for networking where researchers can define their own protocols and algorithms for routing. It defines a flow of data in a much broader sense than the existing IP lookup or other packet classification schemes do. Like in the previous two cases, the flow table in an OpenFlow switch consists of a collection of rules and each rule comprises 12 header fields as shown in Table III and Table IV shows an example OpenFlow routing table. Each field of a rule could be exact value, wildcard or range (range available only for particular fields). This gives the flexibility for the user to define any sort of existing packet forwarding within OpenFlow. For example, if the router should perform mere IP lookup, we can set all the fields but the destination IP field to be wildcard (ex. third rule in Table IV). OpenFlow was introduced with the intention of bringing up an alternative to the classical IP addressing scheme. Researchers have the freedom to define their own addressing scheme for the protocols they implement. But only an OpenFlow compatible switch will understand such traffic. Further, OpenFlow traffic can co-exist with the production traffic running in the network. Hence, the ISPs do not have to migrate completely to OpenFlow but they can use OpenFlow in their network without disturbing the production traffic. III. R ELATED W ORK Performance and the memory requirement of packet forwarding algorithms greatly depend on the size of the forwarding table and the composition of the ruleset itself [16]. Hence it is crucial to test such algorithms with different types of forwarding tables, to find how suitable the algorithm is. [3], [6], [4], [17] use IPv4 prefixes from the publicly available routing tables. In Section V, it can be seen that generally, the publicly available BGP routing tables represent the same structure and are of nearly the same size. Even though these resources are very useful for the research community, from the benchmarking perspective, they lack structure and size diversity. To fulfill this requirement, ClassBench [14] was introduced for 5-field packet classification benchmarking. The ability of ClassBench to generate forwarding tables with dissimilar structure and size, fulfilled the requirement of a benchmarking tool in the networking research community for 5-field packet classification. Despite its well studied rule generation and capabilities, ClassBench cannot be used without the assistance of a seed file. This becomes inconvenient to the users who do



srcIP 01* * * *



dstIP 100* * 110* *



ipProtocol 3 7 * *



ipTOS 5 * * *



srcPort 5-8 10-14 * *



dstPort 18 * * 80



Action Act1 Act4 Act3 Act2



not have access to real routing tables. Even though customized rule generation can be done by modifying the parameter file, it requires extensive knowledge about the tool in order to generate such tables. There is no publicly available tool that gives the flexibility to the user to select the size, required protocol fields, their distribution and the composition of the generated ruleset. In future, we expect that the routing algorithms will be more generalized. OpenFlow is an example of such a motivation. Similarly, in virtualized networking environments, customized routing protocols will route the packets from the source to destination. Nonetheless, the classical IP lookup and 5 field packet classification will also remain as basic packet forwarding schemes. With FRuG, which we call a benchmark for future packet forwarding, the requirement of the benchmarking facility for diverse packet forwarding algorithms can be met and fulfilled in an all-in-one suite.



IV. FRU G OVERVIEW Figure 1 depicts the overview of FRuG. It consists of an IPv4 prefix analyzer and generator, Media Access Control(MAC) address analyzer and generator, a configuration file parser and the FRuG engine. The input parameter files provide an interface for the user to interact with the tool. There are three types of input files: 1) Configuration File 2) Class File and 3) IPv4 Descriptor File. In Section VI, we describe the hierarchy and parameter specification in each type of parameter file. The tool operates in two modes. One is the IPv4 prefix generation mode and the other is the flexible rule generation mode. In the IPv4 prefix generation mode, as the name suggests, only the IPv4 prefix analyzer and the generator are used. The flexible rule generator is used when configuration file and class files are specified. However, the flexible rule generation might require the assistance of the IPv4 generator depending on the parameters specified in the configuration file. The tool is equipped with several other features that lets the user control the structure and the size of the generated ruleset. The rule generation process is described in detail in Section VII. The output of the FRuG engine is a table of rules that conform to the distributions described in the parameter files. As shown in Figure 1, the generated rules can be for different packet forwarding schemes.
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Fig. 2. Fig. 1.
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V. A NALYSIS OF R EAL ROUTING TABLES A. Routing Table Sources The major difficulty we encountered when developing FRuG was that there were not enough real routing tables to analyze, in order to get an idea about the distribution of real life rules. There are several projects that publicize routing tables to the research community such as the RIPE’s RIS project[11] and Route Views by the University of Oregon[12]. These projects have made available the Broader Gateway Protocol(BGP) routing tables of several core routers operating in the Internet backbone, to the research community. For the development of FRuG, we used the routing tables collected by RIS. Unfortunately, we did not have access to any real life 5-field classification or OpenFlow ruleset. In the context of FRuG, the routing tables collected from the above source were not very useful. The data available in those routing tables are in the TABLE DUMP V2 MRT Format as described in [15]. The only useful information contained in the entries of those routing tables is the IP prefix. In FRuG, we support up to 12 fields for a rule. With the data available from the RIS routing tables, we can only manage 2 fields out of the 12 fields, the source IP prefix and the destination IP prefix. B. Analysis Methodology In RIS, there are BGP routing tables of 16 different core routers. But the rrc08 and rrc09 routing tables are not being updated since 2004 and hence we omitted those two routing tables for our analysis. All the observations mentioned below are for the IPv4 rules. The main characteristics of a routing table are 1) Number of entries 2) Prefix Length Distribution 3) Prefix Distribution. Here, we analyze these characteristics of the RIS routing tables. 1) Routing Table Size: We wanted FRuG to be a generalized tool so that it can be used to benchmark an edge router or even a core router. The routing tables of different types of routers mainly differ in the size of the routing table. It has been mentioned in [14] that a provider edge router’s table size typically ranges from hundred to several thousands of entries. To investigate the upper bound for the current, core routers’ table sizes, we analyzed the routing table sizes of the 14 BGP routing tables. The table size ranged from a minimum of 270K to 330K maximum. This number is expected to increase in



future due to the exponential growth of the Internet. During this analysis, we discovered an interesting fact related to all the core routing tables we analyzed. As Figure 2 depicts all the routing tables had nearly the same number of distinct IP-prefixes. Inspired by this fact, we further inspected the prefixes and their prefix lengths. It was obvious that the core routing tables spanned almost over the complete IPv4 address space. 2) Distribution of IP-prefixes and their lengths: When developing algorithms for packet classification, researchers exploit the structure and/or the distribution of the rules considerably [16]. And interestingly, a given real routing table represents a noticeable amount of structure to exploit. For a packet forwarding algorithm, the performance and the amount of storage required to store the routing table depends on the routing table structure and improving those metrics is of utmost importance. To define the structure of the routing table, we defined two metrics. 1) Prefix Length Distribution 2) Branching Probability (BP) As described in Section II-A each entry in a routing table has an IP-prefix, and their prefix lengths vary from 0 to 32 for IPv4 prefixes. The prefix length denotes how long the subnet mask is or how many hosts fall under that prefix. For example, consider the IP-prefix in Table I, 01000000/3. The first three bits describe the prefix. The number of hosts that belong to a prefix can be calculated as: N umber of Hosts = 2N −K − 2 where N is the address length and K is the prefix length. The network and broadcast addresses are reserved thus the hosts cannot be assigned those two addresses. Therefore, for the prefix we considered, the host addresses start from 01000001 to 01011110. The analysis results with respect to the prefix length as our metric are shown in Figure 3. These values are the average values for the 14 routing tables. Even though we show the average values here, all the routing tables represented the same distribution. It can be seen that over 50% of the prefixes in a routing table have a prefix length of 24 which represents the Class C networks. Even though this is typical for a core router, these values might change for other types of routers. Therefore, the benchmarking tool should be able to produce rules for any type of router and the
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related distribution parameters should be easily adjustable by the user. While the prefix length distribution plays a major role in the distribution of a routing table, the main contributor to the structure of the routing table is the individual bits in the prefix themselves. It is not practical and convenient to define the branching probability for each node because the upper  bound for the number of nodes is O 2N − 1 where N is the address length. Hence, we introduce a new metric Branching Probability (BP) on a level basis. We define BP as follows: BP @i =



N umber of 1 s at level i T otal N umber of Rules



Basically, BP defines how many rules branched as a 1 at a given level. This information together with the prefix length metric defined above, defines the structure of the IP lookup table in FRuG. As illustrated in Section VII, FRuG is capable of generating a routing table with the exact similar structure as the input seed file/user defined distribution. We performed the BP analysis on the RIS routing tables and averaged the values to provide an insight to the distribution of a core routing table. This data is shown in Figure 4. The interesting fact is that all the routing tables had the similar branching probabilities at each level. The conclusion is that the core routing tables represent similar structure and composition simply because they all span nearly across the complete IPv4 address space. C. Analysis Conclusions This analysis provided us with an understanding as to what are the deciding factors when it comes to the distribution of the ruleset and which parameters affect the structure of the routing table. This information was useful to setup a parameter file for IPv4 rule generation. Despite of its usefulness, these values are not consistent among different router types. For example, the characteristics of a routing table in a Provider Edge (PE) router are hardly present in a Core router’s routing table.
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The best way to overcome this is to let the user take control over the composition of the routing table and define the parameters that govern the composition of the routing table according to his/her requirements. This is the basic idea of FRuG in which all the parameters related to the routing table composition are controllable by the user. In the following section, we describe the parameter files associated with the rule generation. VI. PARAMETER F ILES In FRuG, three types of parameter files are used. • Configuration File • Class File • IPv4 Descriptor File These parameter files are the interface between the user and FRuG by which, the user is able to define the distributions, composition, size and all the other parameters related to the rule generation. The target was to keep these parameters as simple as possible so that the users can easily change the parameters intuitively. We describe the essential parameters of each file here. These files follow the hierarchy shown in Figure 5. A. Configuration File This is the main configuration file for rule generation. Here, the user is able to define how each protocol field should appear in the generated ruleset and the composition of each class of rules in the complete ruleset. Table V shows an example configuration file. The number of rules required to generate and the character by which they are separated is also defined in this file but only the field definitions are illustrated in the table. Following are the definitions for the different field descriptors: * : wildcard ex. 0x00/0x00, 0/0 e : exact ex. 0x800/0xFFF, 2435/16 r : range ex. 0:1023, 4096:8192 - : not-for-print Each row in the configuration file defines a specific class of packet classification rules. We define a class as a set of rules generated by a configuration table entry. For example, the first row in Table V defines IP lookup class where only the destination IP address field is defined and the other fields are not printed because all other fields have ‘-’ descriptor. And 30% of the rules generated will be for IP lookup and all the field values are defined in the iplookup.class file. The user is



TABLE V E XAMPLE C ONFIGURATION F ILE srcIP e e *



dstIP e e e *



srcPort e e *



dstPort e e *



protocol e e *



ingPort e *



srcMAC e -



dstMAC e -



free to define each and every field he/she wishes to use. As described in Section VI-B, the user has the complete control over the protocol field values and their distribution as well. B. Class File In the class file, the user enters the required parameters for the fields he/she wants to have in the generated rules. A field definition can be of two forms. 1) Define the range by specifying the lower and upper bounds of the field along with the percentage 2) Define the exact value along with the percentage. A single field can be defined by using a multiple of such definitions. For example, the srcPort field can be defined as 0:1023=40 1024:65535=60. This means, 40% of the rules of that class will have the srouce port as a value between 0-1023 while the rest will have a value between 1024-65535. The distribution within a given range is uniform meaning that every value within that range has an equally likely probability of being selected. The sum of the percentages for a particular field should always be 100. The source and destination MAC address fields, can be defined as the prefixes along with their percentages. In Section VII-B the MAC address generation will be discussed in detail. For IPv4 prefix generation, we let the user specify IPv4 descriptor files, explained in Section VI-C. However, as shown in Class 2 of Figure 5, IPv4 Descriptor is not mandatory for all the classes. For the classes that do not require IPv4 prefixes or if it should be wildcard, then, rule generation can be done without an IPv4 Descriptor file. C. IPv4 Descriptor This is a Comma Separated Value(csv) file in which, the entries are prefix length percentage(PLP) and branching probability pair values defined for each level starting from level 0 and ending at level 32. The PLP@i value is the fraction of prefixes with prefix length i. BP@i has the same definition as in V-B2. Since there is no branching at level 32, the branching probability at level 32 is always 0. These parameters can be changed by the user to modify the structure of the generated ruleset. The above mentioned parameter files are all that is necessary for flexible rule generation. In the following section, we describe the rule generation process in detail.



etherType e *



vlanID e *



vlanPrio e *



ipTOS e *



Percentage 30 40 30 30



Class File iplookup.class 5field.class openflow.class ethernet.class



A. IPv4 Rule Generation The IP prefix generation is of two types. (1) With seed file, and (2) Without seed file. In the first one, we initially perform an analysis as described in Section V-B2 to evaluate the distribution of the seed rule file and to generate the IPv4 descriptor file. After this step, the generation process is identical to the second method of generation (without seed file). In the second method, the user is able to generate IPv4 prefixes using the descriptor file only. In the generation process, we initially calculate how many prefixes are required for each prefix length, using the PLP values in the descriptor file. After that, we start the IP prefix generation. This process is shown in Algorithm 1. Here, the Algorithm 1 IP Prefix Generation Require: prefixLength[],BP[],rand(),GetMinLength(IP[]) 1: index = 0 2: IP[32] 3: prefixLength[33] 4: while index < 32 do 5: p = rand() 6: if p ≤ BP [index] then 7: IP[index] = 1 8: else 9: IP[index] = 0 10: end if 11: index++ 12: end while 13: lengthMin = GetMinLength(IP) 14: while lengthM in ≤ 32 do 15: if pref ixLength[legnthM in] > 0 then 16: prefixLength[lengthMin]– 17: length = lengthMin 18: break 19: else 20: lengthMin++ 21: continue 22: end if 23: end while 24: if N ot Duplicate then 25: return IP[],length 26: else 27: Start Over 28: end if



VII. F LEXIBLE RULE G ENERATION FRuG consists of an IPv4 prefix generator, MAC address generator and the generic flexible rule generator. We discuss the rule generation process of each engine here.



function rand() returns a random number between 0 and 1 and GetMinLength(IP[]) returns the last 1 bit position in IP[]. The arrays prefixLength[] and BP[] are extracted from the
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descriptor file (the PLP@i and BP@i values). When a prefix is generated, it is compared against all the prefixes generated already to see whether there is any duplication. 1) Extrapolation: Given the seed ruleset, FRuG has the capability of extrapolating the input routing table to larger routing tables without losing the structure of the input routing table. In Figure 6 we compare the actual ruleset distribution and the distribution of the synthetic ruleset generated by FRuG. In this case, the rrc00 ruleset was used and it consisted of 330k rules and we generated 1M rules from the descriptor file of the rrc00 ruleset. As it can be seen, the generated ruleset has almost the same structure as the seed ruleset. In our algorithm, we force the generated distribution to have the same number of prefix length distribution in the generated ruleset as that of the descriptor file. Hence, the prefix length comparison is not given here since it will be exactly the same. This comparison shows that the generated ruleset conforms to the seed file or the descriptor file. 2) Biasing: The above prefix generation can potentially start with the IP address 0.0.0.0 and go up to 255.255.255.255 excluding the restricted IPv4 address ranges. However, there might be situations where the user wants to generate rules for a specific range of the IPv4 address scheme. We have this facility in FRuG by introducing a parameter named bias which is a string of binary digits where the user can specify where the address generation should start. We illustrate the usage of bias in Figure 7.When the rule generation is complete, all the rules will share the same prefix specified. This feature is very useful for cases where the user wants to generate nonoverlapping IP-prefixes. B. MAC Address Generation A MAC address is 6-bytes long and has a structure as shown in Figure 8. The Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI)



part of the MAC address depends on the manufacturer of the network card. The Network Interface Controller(NIC) part is assigned by that particular manufacturer and is burnt into the network chip. For a given network, by capturing the MAC addresses of the packets exiting the router, we can determine the possible MAC addresses for that network. But when it comes to generating MAC addresses for several thousands of rules, it is difficult not to avoid duplications. As a remedy we employ the following method. The user can specify the OUI part of the MAC address along with the percentage in the class file as described in Section VI-B. The NIC part of the MAC address is generated randomly for every address and combined with the OUI portion to form a complete MAC address. The MAC address generator will generate the required amount of addresses specified in the configuration files and class files without generating duplicate addresses. C. Flexible Rule Generation The above mentioned generators are integrated parts of FRuG that can be used separately. When they are taken together, they form FRuG, which is the main contribution of this paper. FRuG works in two phases. It first parses the configuration file and the class files to understand what the user requirement is for each class of rules. As shown in Table V, each class of rules has its own definition for each protocol field. The configuration file parser first extracts this information and then starts parsing the associated class file. The parameters pertaining to the rule generation is enclosed in the class file and the parser extracts information and moves on to the rule generation for that particular class. This procedure is repeated for all the classes defined in the configuration file. We give a concise description of the flexible rule generation here due to space limitations. A single rule generation is a sequential process in which, the field generation follows the order of columns in Table V. That is, source IP prefix → IP ToS. Each field is qualified with the field descriptor specified in the configuration file to see whether that particular field should be exact, wildcard, not-for-print or a range. Depending on this parameter, it proceeds to the value generation for that field. If the descriptor is wildcard, the field is assigned the proper wildcard value corresponding to that field. As the name suggests, not-for-print will not print that particular field in the generated rules. If exact one of the available field definitions is selected randomly. For example, if the IP ToS field was defined as, IPToS>32=40 33:63=60, and if the 32=40 definition was selected by the system, the value 32 will be printed along with a forward slash followed by the field length in bits, in decimal or in hex depending on the field. Lastly, if the field happened



D. OpenFlow Rule Generation OpenFlow rule generation can be considered as a special case of the flexible rule generation in which, a value for every field should be present in all the rules. It could be wildcard, an exact value or a range. But all the 12 fields should be present in some way. E. Case Study With the advent of OpenFlow, several research groups have started exploring the problem space and propounded several algorithms for OpenFlow processing [8], [9]. But their results are either based on simple OpenFlow rules or theoretical estimations. The performance of these algorithms can be verified with a standard OpenFlow ruleset. One of our goals is to empower the OpenFlow researchers with a tool to generate such standard rulesets to verify their findings. While FRuG has been useful in our own research [7], we believe that it will be a very useful tool specifically to the whole OpenFlow research community. VIII. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS Figure 9 illustrates the execution time analysis for different size and type of routing tables. These results are based on a commodity PC with an AMD Opteron 2350 Quad-core processor running at 2GHz. It can be seen that the execution time of the rule generator scales well with the size of the rule table. The execution time was measured for two cases. 1) Without duplicate rules 2) With duplicate rules. In Figure 9, it can be observed that avoiding duplicates did not have a serious effect on the execution time of our algorithm. IX. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK We have developed FRuG and have made it publicly available to the researchers to test its features and usability. FRuG is available at http://sites.google.com/site/thilangane/research.
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to be defined as range, for the above example, if the 33:63=60 definition was used, the range 33:63 will be used as the field value. The rule generation can be fine grained by defining the class files more specifically. For example, if a particular rule class requires one field to be constant while other fields are not restricted in such a way, in the class file the percentage associated with that field can be set to 100. This will force FRuG to generate rules with that field set to the value defined in the class file. Also, by manipulating the configuration file, different types of rules can be generated fairly easily. For instance, if the user require 5 field packet classification rules, the first 5 fields can be set to be exact while others set to not-for-print. This will generate the required 5 field packet classification rules. In FRuG however, we do not support correlation among fields. If such features are required, the class files can be defined in a more fine grained fashion to realize correlation. We leave it to the user to define the correlation using class files to achieve the required distribution.
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Fig. 9. Execution time for routing tables of different classes and sizes. *dup - with duplicates (Note the log scale on both axes)



In near future, IPv6 traffic will become profuse in packet forwarding. We want FRuG to be a compatible benchmark in such cases as well. Therefore we are planning to extend FRuG to support IPv6 flexible rule generation. Further, we hope to include more protocol fields in FRuG to make it an even more generic tool. FRuG may be used in conjunction with existing frameworks such as ClassBench.
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